
Kite in a Square 

NRICH Mathematics 

ABCD is a square . M is the midpoint of th e 
sid e AB. By constructing the lin es AC, MC, BD 
and MD, the shaded quadrilateral is fo rm ed. 

What fraction of the total area is shad ed? 

Below are thr ee different methods for finding 
th e shaded area. Unfo rtunat ely, the statement s 
have bee n muddled up . Can you put them in the 
co rre ct order? 

Coordinates 
1. The shaded area is mad e up of two congruent 

triangles, one of which has vertices ( 1/3, 2/3), 
(1 /2, 1 /2), () /2, 1 ) . 

2. Th e lin e joining (0, 0) to ( I /2, 1) has equati on 
y = 2x. 

3. Area of th e triangle = 1/2 (1/2 x 1/6) = 1/24. 

4. The line joinin g (0, 1) to (1 , 0) ha s equation 
y = 1 -x . 

5. Therefore the shad ed area is 2 x 1/24 = 1/12. 

6. Th e point (a, b) is at the int ersect ion of the line s 
y = 2x and y = I - x. 

7. Consid er a unit square drawn on a coord inate grid. 

8. The perpendicular heigh t of the triangle is 
1/2 - 1/3 = 1/6. 

9. Soa=113 ,b=213 . 
J 0. The lin e joining (0 , 0) to (], I ) ha s equation 

}' = X. 
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Similar Figures 
1. As line AC intersects line MD at point E, the two 

opposite angles LMEF and L.AED are equal. A M B 
2. The line MF is half the length of AD . 
3. Line AD is parallel to line MF, so L EDA and 

L EMF are equal, and LEAD and L EFM are 
equal (alternate angles). 

4. Therefore, MED and tiFEM are similar. 
5. Therefore, the line EH is half the length of PE. 
6. Let ABCD be a unit square. 
7. Therefore, the shaded area MEFG = 1/24 x 2 = 

l /12 sq units. 
8. PH ha s length 1/2 units , so PE ha s length 

1/3 units and EH has length 1/6 units . 
D 9. tiMEF has area 1/2 (1/2 x 1/6) = 1/24 sq units. 

Pythagoras 
1. The area of tiDMC = 2 sq units . The area of 

tiDFC=1 sq unit. Thus the combined area of 
tiDFE, tiCFG and shaded area MEFG is 1 sq unit. 

2. (EH)2 + (HFf = (EF)2 A M B 
EH =H F 
(EH)2 = 1 /2 (EF)2 
EH = EF/2 ..j 

3. Areas of tiDFE, tiCFG and shaded area MEFG 

4. 
are equal, so each must have an area of 1 /3 sq units. 
Area of t-..MEF = 1/2 (1 x EH)= 112 (EF/2 ..J) 

5. By Pythagoras, DF has length 2{ 
6. The total area of the square is 4 sq units , so the 

7. 
shaded area is 1/12 the area of the whole square. 
Area of tiDFE = DF x EF/2 = 2..J x EF/2 = EF/2~ 

8. So the shaded area MEFG is equal to the area of 
D J t-..DFE. 

9. Assume that the sides of the squar e are each 2 
unit s long. Thu s, DJ and Fl are each 1 unit long. 
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